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4-A PLAYERS TO ATTEMPT
Bates Debaters
School Hoopsters Lewiston Driver BATES OBSERVES 'HONORS DAYNEW FIELD IN PRESENTING
Gain Decision To Show Wares In Found Guilty On PHI BETA KAPPA, COLLEGE CLUB
"TAMING^ OF THE SHREW" Over Maine Men Bates Tournament Students' Charge ELECTIONS AMONG AWARDS MADE
Announce New Members Delta Sigma Rho and
Different Type of Shakespearean Play To Be
!
Prof.
Quimby's
Arg.
Pairings
Made
YesterWeatherbee,
Burati
Specia' Awards—President Gray Reads
Staered Tomorrow And Thursday
and Mitchell Report
Class Gives Lemieux- ' da^
Honors List—Ceremony Last Monday
In Little Theatre
Rumford
in
First
Insolent
Motorist
Norton 17-4 Verdict
At Monday morning's Chap,.: -..n. Canal *m* «£«» *»*£!_*
By Rl Til BKXHAM
Set-to

Lewiston John £<Mjli*g*£2
;,ton. Milan A. Chapin, Jr., tseinei,
Debating
teams
representing
Charles T. Demarest. Jr., Bristol,
Tomorrow and Friday nights.
Bates College and the University ol
Finals Saturday Night
Conn.. William IL Dunham Jr.. ElShakespeare Will pay his annual
Maine met at the "Y" room in
visit to the Uttle Theatre in the
den H. Austin. ContoocookN-H
Chase Hall last Thursday evening
S. Braintee,
presentation of "Taming of the
Portland Defends
to discuss the proposition Resolved: South
Wells,
Shrew". In a sense, this visit will
that Congress should enact legisla- Championship — Winner
on. Ray
be not so much the custom as the
tion providing lor the centralized
an MacTo Meet Victor In Maine
cM-epi io.. because it is different
control of industry. Bates upheld
A uorney
up to the present time. Donald. Fall River. Mass.. Oscar G.
from anything the 4-A Players have
the Affirmative of this question and
awards
won
Tournament
whose daughter Margaret is also a
Miller. South Poland. Walter K.
yet attempted. The play is not a
Maine took the Negative stand.
Bates "senior, represented Special music• for the occasion was
T. ' Miller. New York City, Leonard Millyrical pastoral like "As you Like
With two exceptions all of the
Lionel Lemieux '33 and Walter NorIt". It is not the light comedy of
ton '35 represented Bates. The de- eight high schools which competed
"Twelfth Night". It is rather a
baters for Maine were Hamilton a year ago will return to fight for
riotous, swash-buckling, highly enBooihby of Livermore Falls and the championship of the lllh Anlertaining comedy that is half melo-Max Rapaport of Bangor. Prof. Paul nual Bates basketball tournament
drama.
which will be held on Friday and
Bartlett acted as chairman.
The Affirmative took the stand Saturday at the Lewiston Armory.
liny Has Wide Appeal
With the background of the So- that industrial and social evils such Rockland and Rumford have been
Junior Honors
Nothing given before has had, cial Functions Committee, and the as overproduction and unemploy- invited to take the places of Jay jumper than either Weatherbee or W. Rowe. Assistant to the President;
Class of 1933—Dagmar E. Auguspei haps, such a wide range of ap- viewpoint of the faculty toward the ment were due chiefly to forced and Edward Little of Auburn.
Mitchell was one of the facts Delta Sigma Rho. by Professor tinns,
Manchester. N. H.. Ruth T.
peal. There is farce for those who problem of club consolidation, Har- competition. They felt that centralThe teams were selected Monday brought out in the course of the Brooks Quimby.
enjoy a good hearty laugh—as in ry W. Rowe was exceedingly in- ized control would not only har- afternoon in the Alumni Building by argument. "Mr. Silver's car bore
Elections from the Class of 1932 Benham. Naugatuck, Conn.. Marjoanimated scenes between Pelruchio i'iuencial in instigating a "club monize industry as a whole but also .a committee composed mainly of down upon us as we were about to to the Gamma Chapter of Maine. rie A. Boothhy. N. Conway. N. H.,
and Katherlna when the former, night" at the Second Congress of would tend to decrease depressions, newspapermen, from a list of 14 cross Main Street. Thursday after- Phi Beta Kappa, were announced as Prances L. Brackett, Canton. Maes.,
disgnBted with the meat brought 'o Clubs. Wednesday, March 2 at Chase unemployment, and overproduction, teams. The pairings were made jres- noon." stated the editor of the follows: Shirlie E. Austin, Lawrence. Mildred M. Carrier, Lisbon Falls,
liim by four quakir.g servants, Hall.
The Negative, cm the Other hand, t-rday morning.
Student. "We were forced to jump Mass., Robert H. Axtell, Gatun, Ca- c instance R. Conant, Woburn. Mass.,
throws it the length of the stage;
that industry will take .are Lewiston and Rumford will clash in to safety, and Mr. Weatherbee nal Zone. Charles T. Demarest. Jr.. Charlotte Cutts, Lewiston, Dorothy
At the outset of the meeting, it believed
or when the latter heats the poor was evident that the action taken of itself, and that any plans tor the opening game at 2:30 Friday jumped back to the curb while Mr. Bristol. Conn.. Gertrude B. Diehl. H. Diggery. Sanford, Helen E. Hamservant Grumio because, after offer- by the various organizations was centralised control would greatly afternoon, and an hour later Morse Mitchell and I jumped forward. The Auburn, Elden H. Dustin. Contoo- lin, Sanford, Luclle C. Jack, Lisbon
ing her several delicious meats, he essentially diverse. No general prin- hamper initiative, inventions, and High of Bath meets Peering High of car brushed the other two. but it cook. N. H.. Edith L. Fonlger. Ogden, Falls, Florence E. James. S. Portdeclares that she can have only ciple could be followed due to the competition which are believed to be Portland. Portland High and Che- did not hit me as I was able to Utah, Jeannette L. Gottesfefld. Lew-1 land. Elizabeth E. Lor(L Sanford,
Iston, Kate R. Hall. Rumford. Ray; Elizabeth D. McGrath. Bath Rosamustard to eat.
varying degrees of consolidation necessary to any industry. More- verus of the same city will be pitted jump farther than they."
There is also wit to supply the desired, and the objections put over, the Negative claimed that against each other at 8 o'clock in
B. McCluskey. Houlton. Wendell A.; mond S. Melcher. S. Portland, Beasuch
a
plan
of
centralization
was
the
evening.
The
opening
trials
will
Weatherbee First Witness
Kav, Auburn, Randolph A Weather-! trice W. Nielsen. Nantucket. Mass.,
demands of higher comedy, es- forth by many. Alethea and Spofnot
practicable
since
the
industries
come
to
a
close
when
South
Portbee,
Lincoln.
Florence 0. Ogden, \\ aterbury.
specially in the speeches of Gremio. ford agreed upon complete consoliWeatherbee, who was the comCollege Club
Conn.. Eva E. Bonotroam. Bristol,
"an old Italian fox"—to use his dation with each other and partial would not cooperate, and since ii land, the defending champion, will
own words. And for the true lovers combination with the Modern Lan- would be impossible to foretell the'try to slut another victory inarch plalnant In the case, was the first
Election to the College Club at Conn., Ingeborg von Mnller. Meekof Shakespeare, there is the enter- guage group. La Petite Academic future needs and changes of indue- at th" expense of Rockland.
witness to take the stand. He ex- Rates College is an honor much lenburg, Germany. Elinor Williams,
The
four
winners
of
this
round
tainment
in plot
construction,
the near accident to the coveted bv Bates men. Senior men j Worcester, Mass.. Elwood E. Beane,
semi-finals Satur- plained
beauty of blank verse form, and
court, and was grilled by the at- elected to the Club this year are Gil-1 Gardiner. Frank H. Byron, Auburn,
universality —things which Shakestoraey for the defense. Finally law- bert t'lappert'on. Auburn, Carl C. Stanley B. Jackson. Malison. N. H..
peare always promises, and seldom
yer Hlnes flung at him the ques- Dill. Houlton, William H. Dunham. Harry E. Kemp. Portland. Clive D.
tion: "Where do you come from. jr__ Llnekin. Elden H. Dustin. Con- Knowles. Roxbury. Ma?s.. Eugene B.
denies.
For anyone who is not already
anyway?"
Weatherbee answered, tooeook. N.H.. Norman MacDonald. MeAlister. Buxton. C. Morris Osborn,
familiar with the play, it would be
"Lincoln." much to the amusement Falj River. Mass.. Ray E. McCluskey. LKchfleld, Conn.. Samuel Scolnik,
of
the
packed
court court.
Houlton. Randolph A. Weatherbee, Lewiston. Gerald L. Simard, Lewlsadvisable to at least run through it strongly
uph
prese
later.
before hand, because it is almost scheme of cooperation and partial Winning team and the beet speaker. a week
Bnrati and Mitchell
followed Lincoln. Norman E. Whitten, Lee.
ton. Gerald E. Stevens, Lisbon Falls,
will
bo
the
same
as
The
referees
Thev were also asked to add any
invariably true that the better one consolidation.
Weatherbee
on
the
stand,
and
then
|>,.i
Milton
J. Ward. Auburn.
Ul sigma Rho
significant comments on the debate last year. Eddie Roundy is a vet ran
knows Shakespeare, the better he
Delta Sigma Rho, national honorSophomore Honors
Recognizing that no further ac- i as a whole. Of those votes passed official with several years of e;- Silver was called upon to testify. He
enjoys his plays. In other words, complishment
Cia^s of 1934—Verna L. Brackett,
be secured in i in 17 picked Bates as the winning parlance in the tournament. An- M ii. d thai he had no intention of ary forensic society, has but one
like all masterpieces, they bear that direction,could
alternatives team while 4 votes went to Maine, other will be H. H. Mahan 01 An- harming the boys, but he admitted chapter in Maine and that is at Canton. Mas.;.. Celeste J. Carver,
reading innumerable times. Baptista[i were presented, two
either to limit ! In the choice of the best speaker, gusta. The third arbiter is one who that he bad been driving his car at rjates College. Elections to this Vinalhaven, Angela D'Errico, WorMinola, a wealthy
ol speed of 30 miles an hour year's group, as announced by Pro- cester, Mass., Mary*C. FuMer. N. Conmembership or limit the nights for the balloting showed more disagree- is familiar to pasketball fans, and
Padua, has two (laughters, Kather- clubs
Hates students had previous- fes^,. Brooks Quimby, National way, N. II., Mary R. Gardner, Waterto meet. Two groups should ment Lemieux received 10 votes for one with considerable experience
ina and Bianca. Both girls are parVlce-President, are John M. Carroll, town, Maes., Helen M. Goodwin,
Bates coach
Leslie "Back '
ticularly desirable for matrimonial meet the first and third Monday best speaker and Norton polled 7 and
Jr.. Lewiston, Shirley Cave. Gorham. Madison. N. H.. Millicent E. Paige,
former Alabama Poly star.
votes for this honor.
Lawyer
is
Sun**»itwniiam H. Dunnam. Jr.. Line- Riverside. It. I.. Kiieen Soper, NewN h
As in tilt- )>.4fe the iaf«(«Mad at
• Individual comments bi MM —
kin, Harrison C. Greenleaf. Auburn, port. Miriam H. Wheeler. Auburn,
dents brought forth these ideas: the event is In the hands of the
Attorney Hincs at first classed the Kdiln M L,err|g0 Larchmont. N. Y , Robert FJtterman. Maiden, Mass..
The Bates team was superior in an- administration of Bates College.
as |usl another Bates College Norman MacDonald. Fall River, KBmeU P. Hager, Providence, R. I.,
such a shrew that no one dares to! Harry Rowe. representing the alysis and in the rebuttal as a Coaches Spinks and Thompson are affair
joke. In his final plea, however, he Mass .Lawrent.e c Parker, Auburn, Clyde A. Holbrook, Greenfield. Massin
charge
of
the
competitive
details
whole.
However,
the
Bates
men
failcourt her. Bianca. on the other Social Functions Committee, pic- ed to answer a question which the due to the illness of Oliver Cults. shook his clenched fists in the faces Randoaph A Weatherbee, Lincoln.
Clifford G. Holden, N. Bridgton, Juhand, is BWeet and mild. Conse- tnred the campus in the olden days
Senior Honors
Has S. Lombard!, Newark, N. J.,
Bates director of athletics. The of the students and shouted: My
Negative
deemed
vital.
The
Maine
hand
that
Horwith
but
three
societies
all
meeting
quently, it is for her
regret is that the officer wno
May. Wolla.;ton. Mass.,
studentli having an average of 85 Wendo'l B
and Varsity Club under Its president. only
tensio. a young merchant, and Ore- on Friday night, the social evening. speakers were more forceful work.
Ray .McCluskey, will entertain the was on the corner below was not or more for tne flret flenlester of Arthur W. Merrifield. Sanford, Rus—j
better
on
extemporaneous
In
contrast,
the
campus
can
be
commio, a gentleman of more antique
meet the visiting athletes, and Prof. R. R. N. present to cad these three Bates lM1_M are. c,ai;s of 1939—Shirlie sell II. Milriea, Manchester, N. H.,
origin come to beg. Much to their pared to the country, which has However, they failed to m
students—all intelligent looking — E Aust)n Cawrence, Mass.. E. Eli- Frank S. Murray. Auburn. Arthur S.
t
has
become
comBates
plan
and
evaded
the
issues. Could will handle the tickets,
dismay the father, Baptista. .says
across Ma... S 'eet just as he does zabgth
Thompsonville. Conn., Nyqui-t. N. BfOton, Mass.. Albert I.
plicated.
In
giving
the
approval
of
ll
in
all.
Maine
showed
ability
but
Booth
Portland
due
to
its
position
A
that Bianca cannot be married until the faculty in the fruitful work of ,
the little tots in the Kindergarten
p B„
Attieboro. Mass.. R. Oliver, lr.. Lewiston. Robert E. Rut„f
training
and
practice.
Th"
as
defending
champion
«*«««ack
the older daughter has been. How the Congress, Mr. Rowe suggested Rates speakers received the votes as viable record Of U wins and a .sin.J^^^w^an
inrmlcnlitolv
Marjorie
Briggs.
Mechanic Falls, ledge, E. Boston. Mass.. Theodore I.
Hortenslo and Oremio find Petru^
Burnham. Kittery. Blan- Seamon. Lewi-ton Harold E. Smith.
appointed to best speakers on account of their gle loss has been installed as th.' the stand »ere all immaculate y
cliio who, a man of no mildness that a committee be
should ease and smoothness of speakhm favorite. Defeated only by Portland,
?ed deeptte [hi intense grU «"he D Casslsta, Lewiston. Augusta Framingham. Mass., Herbert Sprince,
himself, is willing to woo Katherlna; investigate which groups and
to combined with better analysis of it trounced that team in a return Soothe MM OneeJuteJMr"a- ?• Chen. Winthrop, M^;Mari«n Lewiston.
how this daring suitor finally sue- meet on alternate nights,
to
the
debate
I
Pame.
and
includes
among
its
other
wis forced to call for order, J- Crosby. Auburn. Gertrude B.
Freshman Honors
cedes- and how the suitors of Bian- limit the meetings from seven
|U de"al •
| victims Deering High, whom it de- rent
bn for the most uart the lengthv Diehl, Auburn.. E. Lucile Foulger,
dam of 1935—Helen L. Dean,
ca meet with opposition and defeat eight o'clock on Monday nights.
' feated twice. Edward Little and earing cort.Wd ^smoothly The Ogden. Utah. Gladys V Goddard, Pranklin, X. II., Elsie M. Gervais.
from an unexpected quarter: allI go
Investigation is now being car-,
•
' meetlnR Tuesday Westbrook. Only two men. Captain
Orange. Mass.. Jeannette L. Gottes- Auburn. Florence W. Gervais, Auto make up the body of a story that ried on by Leonard Milieu
32,1 Alethea ne.ni IU-. ni« mi, >
> Curran
_ A Robinson,
O„M„.„„ were
„,„,„ lost
inat by
hv nre\s was[well represented
n
and
was explained in the course of (e,a> Lewiston. Kata R. Hall. Rum- burn, Dorothy J. Kimball, Camden,
is full of amusement and surprises Frank Murray '34, and Thelma Kit- evening. Nancy Crockett, in a enic
graduation, and so numerous are theIt hearing
that the Bates students ford. B-ther F. Jackson. Madison. Barbara Lincoln. Augusta, R. Virgito the end
Hedge '33. who will deliver their i cussion of Stephen. Lea
the veterans that the Capers have
Marjorie Briggs. who has been finai report to the Social Functions j phasized his nnmo£ . Willa Gather been alternating two high-power had the warrant sworn out for Sil- N. H.. Edith M. Lerrigo. Larchmont, nla McNailly, Framingham. .Mass..
parts. Committee.
I was presented by Sylvia Shoemaker teams that include Hayes, high ver after he refused to explain his N. Y.. Margaret J. MacBride. Lubec. j>an H. Murray. Auburn, Robert J.
cconfined previously to smaller
—
has an opportunity to show her
i scorer in Portland this year. Dow- actions at his home. According to Muriel M. MacLeod, Lewiston, Rosa- Anicetti, Lisbon Falls. John N. Dorisplendid acting ability in the part
i dy. all-tournament guard for two tlie testimony the students went mond D. Nichols, Portland, Grace ty. Blaire. Ru.'sell H. Flfleld, Readto his home and he talked to them Page. Alton. N. H.. Elizabeth Seigel. field Depot. Willard H. Higgins, Saof the shrew. Katherina. It is felt
; years, St-John, and McFee.
that this role, which is especially
Portland by virtue of her 41-29 from his third story balcony, al- N. Plymouth. Maes.. Carol M. Sylves- battue, John N. Ingraham, Rutherdifficult because it requires all the
victory over * South Portland has though he considered the affair other. Presque Isle. A. Elizabeth Tay- ford. N. J., Powers McLean. Augus| lor. Rumford. Robert H. Axtell, Ga- ta, Carl E. Milliken. Jr., New Roranges from extreme emotion and
I earned considerable respect. Among little importance.
chelle, N. Y., Walter J. Norton, AuShrewishness in the first part,
I her six wins and three losses she
in the ■
gnata, Harry F. O'Connor, Jr., Hart! has beaten Thornton, Deering and
quite as extreme
ford, Conn., Bryce A. Smith, West
d has lost only to
end
Haven. Conn.. William D. Sutcliffe,
d Little, and her
more
Richmond.
Out
.utstanding aiso.^is «*»
g&S"" °ver the bridge. South
ln Littie Theatre May 6—First Prize
Special Awards
brook as
The third Portland team is Chebrook has
has done
done ioi
for the 4-A
js «25- Four Awards Given
Public Speaking—Freshmen, first
Holbrook
:
productions has been outstandingly
. verus Classical High which has won
■
.. _
; —
—
~~
..
....
division, Charlotte Harmon, Houlton,
A great amount of interest is nine gamas wni]e dropping four. Of
Valery Burati and Elden H. Due- ;
The variety of weather conditions Kay Willard Stetson, East Sumner
good and this is no exception. He
A team of four students from
Kxcellonre in Greek R Virginia
catches the spirit of humlor under Boston University will compete with evident already among students or (ne teams in the tournament Morse tin. prominent Bates seniors, and made the trip quite Ideal from this
^ the onlv one sne naa piayed. Early Frank Butcher of Lewiston. manager standpoint. The morning of the start M.Nallv, Framingham Mass Robert
the guise of an anger he has as- four Bates students in the annual French. About 17 are now preparw
earned to outdo Katharina. and is Frencn i.rize Speaking Contest, ing to enter the contest in nicn jn (he seajo|1 sne defeated the Bath of Foggs Market and expert moun-' was clear and visibility was good, j An;(.fcUli Lisbon Falls
Champion Debaters Sophomores
especially
good in these scenes.
sponsored by the Bates French De- two men and two women will be entry 29-H, but later lost a 34-23 tain climber, climbed Mt. Washing- About noon time a haze settled over
5
John David and John Curtis, two
in the Little . selected to represent Bates. Most of de,:,:ion Tne "fighting Irish", how- ton Sunday via Pinkham's Notch and; the mountains and it was warm like .f„..t -^vision. Albert I Oliver Jr '
tnient> to be held
players, portray _uw Tlieater May 6. The Boston I niver- the contestants are juniors and se- eyer ,boafit two wjns over Gorham
cSerfof ^nio; the .ervant. sity team has won a fine reputation niors. Interest In this new under- Xormali and a closely fought game
and Lucentio. the master respect after several victories last year in taking is not confined to the camp- wjth Bridgton Academy,
local French speaking frienas
De©ring is perhaps the weakest of
ively. Although these roles are contests of this sort with other col- us;
aided the French departinen (hp Portland teams having lost two
straight parts, both men have in- leges and universities. This will be have
greatly
through
their
interest
and
.
and
f
e3 t0 DOth Portland
corporated a great deal ° wnic
VV: the first time that a Bates College support in this new type of contest ma
gouth Portian,d. On the other hand
Shakespearean atmosphere
" Pranch speaking team has competed
■ she hag defeated Biddeford and route through Mechanic Falls, Nor-j during the night.
adds greatly to this phase of tne In friendly rivalry with another for French students.
French D''l>t. HawnsoM t ontest ! Thornlon. two snmller schools twice.
Burati used skis on the trip. He
e division,
y
The French department is^ignifl-1 and West)brook once for five of her ^A^^n^neitTt^^^whe^
First Prize is $25
'The chief character parts are
the trio gle"t <Z^JL'J°Noi
*»yceJ °ster, Groveton. N, H„ J
cantly more able to sponsor this six victories.
the Pinkham Notch I made two beautiful slides down the H
of
George
Austin
and,
Besides
the
added
incentive
of
in the hands
Boston contest now than in the past be-. Edwar,d Little's inability to qualify cabins an a t«nk the trail leading to ■ lower slope of Tuckerman's Ravine , - Murray, Auburn; best individual
Russell Milnes. As Oremio, Aust,n 1 the competition with .the will
n-i RaviSe
At hte point 1" the early part of the journey, and »P«»ker. E. Joyce Foster: men's
be cause of the growing number ot for an invitation leaves the burden
,n
i„ undertaking something largely'
,,
team, four prizes
?aTJ?.e-™ taken"
»t „ir
JnUowshoe«n*
and"6'kte'were
ott\ enjoyed
f"J°yed the
the trip
trip down
down on
on Monday'
Monday i>vis.on. Howard F. Norman. South
Continued on page 3. column 6
different from* any par, taken be- £**°eA t0 the winning speakers; students registered in this depart- j
in
spite
of
the
sticky
quality
ot ths Berwick, Carle P. Cubberly, ManIt
is
the
second
departmert
and
with
the
aid
of
clamp-ons
and
a
fore and certainly quite different fc first prize w,n be $2o. Speakers
new snow which made skiing con- chester. Conn.. Robert C. Lawrence,
in
size
in
the
college,
and
second
The
following
is
a
schedule
of
rope
the
climbers,
relying
on
the
from his jesters of the'two Shakeswill have equal
teams
Phillips; best individual speaker, K.
the number of majors, being "Mirror" photographs whirh will soft snow for footing, made their way ditions far from ideal.
pearean plays. By putting a comical" anceg to wl„ the four prizes in
Gordon Jones, Park Ridge, N. J.
more
than
doubled
during
the
last,
be
taken
within
the
next
few
days.
.directly
up
the
steep
head-wall.
harshness Into his voice, and b> ,
Mr. Butcher carried both movie
awardg W|I, be given thTOUgll
The President's Cup Is given anfive
years.
The
department
was
reClub
officers
are
urged
to
pay
speAfter
reconnoitering
about
the
rim
developing mannerisms adapted to
and ordinary cameras and took many nually to the New England high or
eenerositv-of friends of French
organized
three
years
ago
along
cial
attention
to
the
schedule
and
of
the
ravine
and
taking
some
picfheTar s he puts so much into old ^^"tho
are particularly interto fit it to meet best the needs make an effort to notify the mem- tures of the snowy declivity, the trio pictures of both types. The lack of; preparatory school, having three or
GremTo that he is one of the most °g«|»n ,„ lhe Frencn department of lines
of students who study French for bers of their organization as to made their way up the mile and a sun to make vivid color effects on more in the Freshman Class, whose
valuable sources of amusement In U,
the mountain walls prevented him students attain the highest average
either its key value or its cultural the time for the taking of their |
0l e g e
the play. Milnes as Grumio
Pe- The j u d ges are .0 be from differ value New courses in conversation, photograph. Unless otherwise spe- : half cone of the mountain to Cam- from doing any color photography. rank during their first semester at
den
Cabin,
the
well
built
shelter
truchio's decrepit old servant, also ent sections and will be chosen for were'also introduced at that time, rifled, the pictures will be made <
It was he and his wife who showed Bates College. This year President
open all the year around for the use the moving pictures and color slides Gray
bids fare to steal his scenes, so fairness of decision and lack of per- open to all except freshmen; they in the men's gymnasium.
announces Cony High School,
of
mountaineers.
realistically does he amble around sonal interest in the teams. ineir have proved a success and show the
of Mt. Washington and Katahdin Augusta, as the winner, with ManThursday, March 10. 12:05 P. j
The
night
was
passed
with
some
[he stage/scratching himself here awards will be made with special same number in enrollment now M
as one of the events of the chester Central High School taking
Debating Council comfort in spite of the stove which scenes
attention to the pronunciation, dic- that was shown when they were a
Winter Carnival last February.
and there and eating apples
second honors. The cup is now in the
Saturday,
March
12.
1:15
P.
M.
smoked
furiously
because
of
the
The rest of the cast has been tion, stage presence, and writing noveltv. General French was intropossession of Manchester High, who
(Campus
Ave.
side
of
Chase)
.
.
.
\
back-draft
caused
by
the
wind—.
Mr.
Butcher,
a
good
friend
of
well chosen to make Possible a ability of the speakers.
won it last year. If won twice in a
duced"
for
those
not
wishing
to
Band.
and
the
trip
down
Carriage
Road
was
Bates,
is
one
of
the
best
mountain
record Shakespearean production.
The requirements for the contest
three year period by any school, the
study
literature.
started
at
10:00
o'clock.
The
party
Monday,
March
14,
1:05
P.
M.
climbers
dn
New
England
and
it
is
are similar to those of last year.
,
^.o:—
'
The growth in this department i» Phi Beta Kappa. (Each member reached the Pinkham Notch cabins safe to say that he knows Katahdin cup becomes the permanent property
The speakers must be members of
of that school. Students from Cony"
Deutscher Vcrein
shown in the Freshman class
must wear cap and gown).
early In the afternoon where they 1 and the Maine ranges better than any High School participating in thte
s- the sophomore, junior and senior not
which is constant from year to
A
Pe
Sodalitas
Latlna
learned
that
anxiety
as
to
their
safeMaine
devotee
of
the
sport.
Indeed,
year's contest were Barbara Lincoln.
„
t 2fn ^as heldI last Monday classes, and their subject must be vear. out in the advanced courses
cher Verein n*> hem w
original or one requiring re- Which are entirely elective and deTuesday, March 15, 1:05 P. M. ty had been aroused in Lewiston and Dudley, the celebrated official Maine PoWers McLean. George V. Mendall
night.
Marjorie
Gooaoout
*
search
The
written
work
is
apwhere
they
were
met
by
a
reporter,
guide
of
the
Katahdin
region.
saidl
Orphic Society.
and Walter J Norton
brief sketches about the German search. ■«
^ ^^
pendent on the interest of the stu- Garnet
, for the Boston "Traveller" who had that he could not stand the pace that
Trumpeters.
President Gray included in the
entries at the winter sports
,
p
^ guidance has proved dents The department, headed by
March 16, 1:05 P. (came in from Gorham hoping for a|Mr. Butcher set in climbing the list of awards and honors mention
Prof Blanche T. Gilbert who receiv- M. Wednesday,
pics recently held at^Lakej.a
.
story
about
lost
mountain
climbers.!
rough
and
all
but
impassable
Kloninvalua'bIe t0 the speakers. Tryouts
..."
Varsity Hockey
of the first prize winner in the Maine
ed a degree from the Sorbonne Uni,0b
The auto journey home was un-|dike side of the mountain that is Intercollegiage Oratorical Contest.
iield later a^hrough^el.mand, through elim- versity
Freshman Hockey
n^ 3S°outloSUShaS^; wii; bTheld-latei;
of Paris, now includes five
1 eventful.
taboo to amateurs.
German political orttook "Jl
the
final
team
will
be
de1932, William H. Dunham, Jr., '32.
instructors.
aK°ZZ
ing
the iSortance
importance rfJJM
«*»• eelections. ination
which occur in early March.

Congress Favors
Limit To Nights
Clubs May Meet

March Tth. "Honor* Bay" was obBales College was well represented1 in Lew.ston Municipal tourt last c",^" Lewiston Maine. President
F riday morning when Randolph cf^D Grav gave a brief talk on
A ZTZLZ'lZSr&'ZZ B"rr': Stfta* honors'after which he read
and

Various Organizations
Have Diverse Views
On Situation

B. U. FRENCH STUDENTS TO
COMPETE HERE IN CONTEST

iSSSLSUS: *- "*** Four Students From Each College To Speak Bangor^a,,

Burati, Dustin Make Washington
Climb-No Reasons For 'Lost' Rumor

!■
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favorite amusements. She enjoys mucial than a decade or so ago. In the matter of drawing students
sic plays the piano, and has an infrom a number of States it has succeeded in making itself to some
fallible memory!
One of her greatest hobbies, howdegree, national. In the evident and expressed wish of the admi\ . is Bates. She has chaperon. d
nistration to attract students from afar the college has committed
..:! cabin parties, and us further
itself to a program that should please alumni and students whose
proof of her interest in college work.
viewpoints reach beyond the boundaries of Maine.
she is at present leading one of tin
EXPLAINS LEAGUE COVENANT
Why then, should not the Committee on Athletics reformulate
V. W. C. A. discussion groups on
EDITOR - IN - CHIEF
s \ and Youth". In athletics she is
its policy to correspond with the policy of the administration? The
V»lery Burati, '82
ont of our best rooters. In fact, at ,i
(Tel. 1050)
Committee on Athletics ostensibly should place high values on
Ba1 s-Bowdoin game, one year, she
Fubliihinc Office Tel. 4490
athletics. Why then must it bind unwilling students to an athleticBUSINESS MANAGER
refused to sit with her husband who
MANAGING EDITOR
Robert
LaBoyteaux,
32
provincialism.'
In
metropolitan
papers
the
announcement
that
one
Eld en H. Dust in, '3'i
is :i graduate of Bowdoin, but took
(Tel. 83304)
(Tel. 1382)
of the Maine colleges has won the Maine State title is accredited a
her place in the Bates cheering secWomen's Editor
General News Editor
Address given by President. Clif- •■sequences. 'This boycott, proposed tion! She is intensely interested in
Dorothv Fuge, '32 single-column, unostentatious head-line, but in the case of a victory,
William Dunham, '32
(Tel. 3207)
or good showing of relay teams, or of individual performers in ti n 1). Gray of ISutcs Collect- at the paradoxically by those who are the students and knows a large per(Tel. 84121)
centage by name. And her interest
Dobato Editor
Sports Editor
meets in which many colleges are entered, the event is given banner Portland Rotary Club, Friday noon, theoretically opposed to war, con- s most ileidely reciprocated, for
fcliirlev Care. '32
tains more dynamite than all that is
Parker Mann. '32
March
4.
headlines.
(Tel. 3207)
ii..-s become one of the most po(Tel. 703)
"The proposal on the part of now lying dround loose in the JapaWomen's Athelctics
Intercollegiate Editor
Furthermore, many Freshmen, although given permission by President Lowell and some 120 other nese occupation of the Shanghai pular as well as ont of the most inAlihea
Howe,
'32
Mary Iloag, '32
ils parts of Bates College.
the Committee on Athletics to compete in varsity events, refuse to college presidents that the United area."
EDITORIAL STATE
'I
Samuel Scolnik, '38
Frank Byron, '83
States inform the Assembly of the
Margaret Bateman, '32
do
so
because
they
fear
that
in
their
Senior
year
they
will
thereby
"Tin" following are extracts from n
Dorothy Similes, '88
Roger Derby. '33
Muriel Bliss, '32
be denied competition in National events. Consider the dual meet League of Nations of our Willingness letter to President Gray from George
Klinor Williams, '33
Mildred Hollywood, '33
Vesta Brown. '32
to
join
with
them
in
applying
the
Kenneth Wood, '33
Aimee Irish, '33
Augusta Cohen, '32
with Maine last Saturday. .Many of the better Freslnnen track- sanctions of Article 16 to Japan il- B. Fogg, Colonel of the a40th COM*
Marjorie Bennett, '34
Lucille Jack, '33
Bertha W. Critchell. '32
Nancy Crockett, '84
men refused to compete because they did not wish to jeopardize lustrates the dangers of amateur Artillery of the Maine National
Florence James. '33
Parker .1. Dexter. '32
Doris W. McAllister, "34
Thelraa Kittredpe. '33
Guard.
Robert Manson, '32
their three-year standing. The result is, and will be. that all during diplomacy.
Frank Murray, '34
Clivo Knowlen. '33
Rosamond Nichol*. '32
"Let me congratulate you on your
Thomas Musgrave. '34
Dorothy O'Hara. '33
the vpiitijr track season these Freshmen for whom no non-varsity
"These advocates of an economic speech
Elizabeth Seigel. '32
at tuo Portland. Rotary Club
Albert Oliver. '34
Dawn Orcutt 'S3
Randolph W Catherine, '32
boycott
assume
that
this
procedure
schedule
has
been
arranged,
anil
who
will
not
enter
varsity
compeTheodore Seamon, '34
Alice Purincton. '33
yesterday. As usual, you hit the nail
Helen Ashe, '33
will
bring
an
end
to
the
Sino-JapaMarjaret
Raitlett,
"33
tition, will lag in their training, with consequent injury to their
squarely on the head. It is refreshRath Benham, '33
nese situation on the ground that
MANAGING DEPARTMENT
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
today to find a college president
Vincent Belleau, '33 abilities next year.
Japan will be forced to surrender to ing
A. J. Latham, Jr.. '33
Nathan Milbury, ':: 1
The permission granted by Bates that Freshmen may compete the united action of the nations of exhibiting plain orilinary common
Edward Wilmot. '33
horse -sense.
John Hanley, ':>!
Harold B. Smith. '34
By HKRIJLKT JKXSKX
Isidore Arik '34 as varsity men the second semester is therefore pernicious, for the the world. In some strange fashion,
"I cannot understand why college
Charles Whipyle, '34
James Balano, '3-1 Freshmen do not. wish to compete, and given no incentive during they seem to think of an economic professors and presidents will JeoparIn
the
three years Doctor Lloyd
FACULTY ADVISER AND AUDITOR
boycott as a substitute for war.
the second semester, will not train.
the leadership that should bo Fisher has been on the Bates faculty.
Pro(. Perry ll. Wilkins
"How many of these college presi- dise
We believe that if Bates again adopted a three-year ruling for dents, before signing the Lowell pe- theirs in the 'community by giving the the Geology Department has exSubscription, »3.00 per year in advance.
Single Copies, Ten Cents.
impression of emerging,
like the panded from a mere cultural conrsi
and arranged several dual meets for its freshmen lt ion. re-read or read for the first ground hog,,from apparent seclusion without any laboratory work to a
Written Notice of change of address should be in the hands of the Business Manager track athletics,
one week before the issue in which the change is to occur.
...
,
time
Article
IB
of
the
Covenant?
developed science course
The Editor is responsible for the t-Jitorial column and the general policy of tl'.o at a minimum cost during the spring season, it would be furthering Should any member Of the League to press at critical times for theoreti- highly
paper, and the kfanafinf Bditoi of all the articles in the News Columns.
its own interests. If it is found impossible to compete against resort to war in disregard of its cove- cal solutions of highly momentous
li chiefly stresses laboratory
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.
Bowdoin with about twice as many men as Bates, and against nants under Articles 12. 13 or 15, it questions that even "the man in the work.
Published Wednesdays during the OalUce Year by Students of Bates College.
When Dr. Fisher came to Bate.;,
Entered as second class matter of the post office at Lewiston, Maine.
.Maine with nearly three times as many, why then, let Bates with- shall IPSO FACTO be deemed to have Street" .ran' see the inexorable logic
Of events has,already determined to
draw from State athletics except for dual meets, and specialize in committed an act of war against all IM- otherwise. The "amateur diploma- it was understood that lab worl:
Printed by Le Messager Publishing Company, Lewistou, Maine.
would be the main objective. His
otit-of-State dual meets, relays, and National competition, with other members of the League. The cy", you so aptly describe is sad average enrollment has been 150
very language of this sentence assu- enough in itself, hut the needless
lessened emphasis on winning.
student •. This has necessitated larger
mes a state of war, because of the
President Gray For Governor
It was because the entry of two Bates runners in games in refused of the aggressor nation to re- surrender of possible leadership is quarters; at the present time due ot
Prefi <>r Pomeroy's kind considerits obligations of the Covenant. oven sadder."
With the withdrawal of Governor William Tndor Gardiner from New York City sometime ago marked a desire for the National in sard
ation, a new laboratory on the third
Without this state of war. the ecopreference
to
State
competition
that
an
article,
for
which
the
editMaine polities no outstanding candidate has been presented to succeed
floor of Carnegie, is being fixed up.
sanctions have no validity.
or assumes the responsibility appeared in one of the local news- nomicover,
him as standard-bearer for the Republican Party of this State.
the authors of Article 16
The Geology department is fast
The Student therefore urges upon the voters of -Maine the name papers. Contrary to the report of that article, it has been since put teeth into it: It shall be the duty
! supplied with some of the
latest kinds of special apparatus for
of President Gray of Bates College as the Republican gubernatorial found that the two runners violated no injunction not to compete. of the Council in such rase to recI'oniincnd to the several governments
geologic work. The department has
candidate for the ensuing term. N'ot only in his candidacy urged We. therefore, again commend their action.
concerned
what effiH'tive military.
two lit- -t-class petrographic micros,;r
upon the voters, but upon President Gray himself.
nava]
air forces the members of
with which Doc Fisher's StU•:XXXXXX:O:XKX:-:X>:X.XXKKXXXKKX
President Gray is eminently equipped in personality, expert
study rocks sliced down to
To reduce taxes is a hard proposi- the League shall severally contribute
three one-hundreths of a millimeter
and knowledge to successfully draw the support of the electorate of
tion, but to continue to pay them is to be used to protect the covenants
still harder. This period of de- ■t the League. Without this pro-; Pvpc
Gl'av's
SPOTPtai'V in the thickness; in this way they
Maine. He represents no sectional interest, and in a State where :•:
y S
oaxeutI
.
.> can find out the conditions of the
::
pression should provide the goad to vision, the economic sanctions are, \~°' 2?C„
sectional disputes are growing sharper each year, he would be ac- x
it Ions of rocks. The departmake the voting public insist upon toothle
and become just another ;
Has LlirhUSiaStlC Inceptable to the State at large, and could be depended upon to judiment owns about 85 of these thin
He' application of the pruning note, like some with which we were
ciously arbitrate conflicting interests, and to guide legislation for :•:
ections to be studied and Dr. Fisher
knife somewhere by our legisla- familiar in 1914-1916.
x
tures.
has added 100 of his own collection.
What a paradox! This proposal
the good of all.
——
:o:—
.
By RUTH BENHAM
Hie advanced mineralogy students
•riming largely from pacifist circles
As one of the most prominent and responsible citizens of the x
X
x
who sincerely wish to avoid war
Every whole has its Indispensable ■ e the microscopes to study minerals
State, President Gray is known throughout Maine. As administrator xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,.
plunges us immediately into a state parts. To see Mrs. t'liihls around they have crushed up. There is also
of a college he has had contingent upon him the responsibilities of
By NORMAN Mn<-rM>\.\I,l>
of war with a nation presumably campus, one would never think that for laboratory use a binocular microfor the study of crystals in
finance, business management, and builder and maintainer of an
she carried that particular burden,
friendly.
Who will lie the Democratic
The department also has
ERCOUEGIATE "No, an economic boycott is not a of being an Indispensable part, on rock I mass.
institution. In the transaction of a college's financial matters, which nominee for the presidency in 1932.'
an apparatus to be used in
substitute for war. it is war. and war. her shoulders; she is so small and
by nature must be handled in sound and conservative manner, Presi- The Democratic field numbers over
room projections and camera
iii proportion to its effectiveness, of' so full of fun. Yet everyone who bi
dent Gray has been schooled in an economy which should be the a dozen real possibilities.
the most deadly kind. It is war j come into contact with her, either In In 'i la drawings, and a stereopticon
If Roosevelt cannot command the
•n with 450 lantern elides.
watch-word of state administrators.
directed against the civilian popula- | a business or in a social way will
770 votes or two-thirds the total
tion of the enemy, just as much as agree with a certain d hater who. „
As leader of a college in the matters of curriculum, discipline, number of delegates to the nationThe department has a good libraZeppelin air raids over London or j few years ago. said, referring to her: ry, up to date In the latest text-books
the handling of men. young and old. President Gray has the breadth al convention, as the rules of the
the food blockade by the allies which "The secretary Is to the office as and has an almost complete set of
of human understanding, the wisdom, and the sympathies to augment Democratic party require, on the
Spooner's puns are more popular brought undernourishment and di- the ice-box Is to the home."
first two or three ballots, then a
I'. 8. Geologic Survey Bulletins.
his administrative capacities. His utterances as president of Bates general uproar and bargaining pe- [than the stereotyped ones of old. In sease to the children of Germany. It
Mrs. Childs came to Bates six
ssional papers, and Water SupCollege, his seven-years' editorship of The Chicago Standard, his riod Will ensue in the convention reprimanding a member of one of wili bear most heavily upon the! years ago to work in the alumni of- i;l> papers, moreover, it gets ten curw
akest
and
poorest
elements
of
that'fice.
Four
years
ago
she
became
rent journals In geology and geograwork as pastor of churches in Port Huron. Michigan, and Boston, (Tom which no one can tell who his classes Spooner told the delinemerge with the nomination. I quent student: "You, sir, have hiss- population, leading as it will to tin- ', secretary to President Gray and in phy which are used chiefly by the
have made him a leader in formulating public opinion, and in accept- will
The leaders jn the race number Bed my history class. You have tast- employment and starvation, to the'the course of this time, because ol c Ivan. ■ ! students; and of course, it
ing responsibility for opinion so formed.
such prominent
Democrats.
.:- ed the whole weir*. I must ask yon killing and permanent injury of hor unusual capability, h r p ral] the regular weather maps
His extensive travels have given him a knowledge of many peo- Speaker John S. Gamer, of Texas: to return home by the town women and children.
sonality and her enthusiastic into re I end reports.
in
"If it is thought that Japan is in '
everything that w« nt on in col
ples, lands, and languages. His work for the growth of Bates College Senator Fat Harrison, of Mississip- drain.''
En the department's infancy there
pi; Governor George White, Senator
the hands of a military and naval I l\ has
heroine hard to imagine that
asserts the fact of his foresightedness and breadth of vision.
only a lev maps and labeled
Robert J. Bulkley. Newton D. BakA freshman at the University of junta, and that the fear of an eoo-j™* has ,,ot always been here, lielpA graduate of Harvard University, Newton Theological School, i r and ex-governor James M. Cox, IChicago wrote on his exam paper, nomic bovcott will cause the people1""1 People out of difficulties, giv-. The collection of these
and the University of Chicago; once a research student in the British of Ohio; Governor Franklin D. I'Only God knows ihe answers". The to rise in rebsillion and throw them j ,nP advice, and discharging her has grown rapidly and now tho
department has close to 600 quadMuseum, President Gray has a background unusual, and indis- Roosevelt, ex-governor Alfred E. paper was returned with the fol- out of office, we may wake up some secretarial duties as well.
Smith, and Owen I>. Young, of New lowing note. "God gets an A; yon morning to find that the threat of „ B.sido. lu-r activities at coll-ge, rangle map.', including complete sets
pensable, to men in public life.
Maine quadrangles; there is a
York: governor Albert C. Ritchie. get an F".
national peril has united an entire I Mrs- .Childs belongs to several of
His knowledge, coupled with his ability to execute his plans, t.f .Maryland; and ex-senator James
an
0n
,w
a:
llas a wkle a good collection of wall maps for
people
5 '" " She
" "'is an a . g ography and geology. In addition
his qualities of leader of men, mark him as admirably suited to A. Reed, of Missouri.
After a lengthy debate over a worl(
ji and it will. Japan against the | °f*
circle of. friends.
Republicans and Democrats alike very serious quesion. namely, is it
handle the responsibilities of Governor of Maine. We urge him to
consider making a formal announcement of his candidacy and we will wrack their brains to discover I the intake or the exhaust of breath
meritorious accomplishments since that is the cause of snoring, prourge that the electorate ask him to do so.
January 1932 by their party in an fessors of the University of Chicago
endeavor to convince the electors!•■ I are still deadlocked. And still the
On Trustees
of their fitness for public service. crave questions concerning humanHowever. Ihese can he no credit ity go on with no attempt made by
Members of The Board of Fellows, which is the upper cham- grab as far as the new sales tax the learned of the country to solve
gold
ber of the group ordinarily known as trustees of a college, arc law is concerned. It is on the res- . them.
standard. The trade with France and fairs, home is not forgotten. M
Childs has three children. Jean, Jack
elected for life. Electing Fellows for life has become a tradition ponsibility of the Democrats. It
Recently in? department has obThis week our boner will be other Continental countries is negli- and Joan, of whom she is very proud.
devised and put through by the
through Dr. Fisher's efforts a
with many colleges, and with Bates in particular. We seriously 'A;IS
Japan buys half her cotton
Democrats in Congress. This tax- iilbout the translation of the fain- gible.
A picture of the youngest. Joan, apquestion this procedure, for it almost, invariably results that the law measure calculated to balance , ous passage from Virgil's "anna from ns. Forty-six percent of her ex- peared in the paper on Valentine's collection of 100 minerals and rocks
and 100 fossils from the U. S.
Board of Fellows is devoid of new blood, or new ideas. It has not
budget. As Mark Sullivan says. virumque cano". as "I cry for the ports come to the United States.
"the
attitude
of
Washington
toward
arms
of
a
man",
rendered
by
o
been found untrue in the experience of one or two students at Bates
is one of surprise and satisfaction, Michigan State co-ed.
that a trustee of the college will harbor a petulant grudge against itbecause
the bill represents almost
him because of some open expression of opinion.
unbelievable courage in attacking
It was decided at the Junior
h
s
because her National Museum collection is given
When this obtains it becomes necessary that new blood be the treasury deficit problem."
! Prom held recently at Holy Cross cotton growers and our silk workers! « * » '""^mindeder and
into
the
front-line
trenches,
that
is.
1
K, *
, a kee" ln'!«ht' to the colleg? with the provision
i
that
the
first
one
there
was
the
best
8
added to the Board of Fellows. How to do this is a question for the
1
it looks so from the point of view of; *?* J ^ '° '"""erstand them and
it must be open to the public
The tax burden in United States dressed. Just another case where thess amateur diplomatists, who are! „„„ ,,„?■..
Boards of Fellows and Overseers to determine. We would suggest
and for study by any who care to
many students were there in spirit
is
a
grave
problem.
The
tremendous
Her
hobbies—
well,
she
has
se1
that all vacancies which occur should be filled, not for terms of life. boom periods that we have seen and as represented by their wardrobe.
willing to forego silk and revert to
:lo -:o. Tii-: la also especially fine
red flannel petticoats and the old veral. Besides her home and her collection of Ht. Apatite minerals
but for terms of a comparatively short number of years. We would experienced served to develop a tenwork,
she
is
very
fond
of
winter
collected by Dr. Fisher's students
And still the ever present subject fashioned night-gown, could only war
also suggest that students, faculty, and alumni be given a voice in dency on the part of legislatures to
cot ^ Iatest <l«alms and a collection of rocks of the Lewput into effect measures calling for , of exams is being brought up. In be averted. They forget that within > . E HliS
t00
the choice of Fellows and Overseers.
°eanning down steep hills, t iston quadrangle which are the spehuge
appropriations
ultimately n physics quiz, the question was twenty-four hours of the establish-1 p,°.
ylng cards an
d dancing are also | cial study of Dr. Fisher.
coming out of the tax-payers 'pocket ; asked, "Who is the greatest en- ment of an'economic boycott by the
Freshman Eligibility In Track
with the idea of increasing the "in- gineer the world has ever produc- League of Nations and the United
visible income" of the nation in the ed, and why? The answer given by States, the British and American
Two years ago Bates enacted a rule providing that Freshmen way of parks, roads, and public a freshman was "Hoover, because fleets would be attacked by the
would be eligible for competition in varsity track events. After works of every description. Appro- he ditched, drained and damned the superior forces of Japan on its home
grounds.
a years trial, the Committee on Athletics retracted its rule when priations for such ends plus Vet- United States in two years".
"There are doubtless some persons
s Bonuses and war expenses
the precedent set at Bates was not followed by the other Maine
A vote taken at the University of In Washington who honestly believe
have resulted in a tremendous tax
Colleges.
burden which must be bourne by the Illinois shows up. some of the man- that war between Japan and the
The rule was first made at Bates because the National Inter- general public. The courage of the nerisms which the student body ob- United States is sooner or later
collegiate Association legislated that college men who had com- Democrats, then, putting through jects to in their instructors; using bound to come. I do not agree with
Is the largest professional school in the United
coat lapels to polish finger nails, them. The vast majority of the
peted in varsitiy events for their college for more than three years this present tax law is little short i sitting
pigeon-toed behind the desk, American people is set solidly against
of remarkable, especially on- the eve
Stateswhich
isdevotedexclusively totrainingmen
should not be eligible to compete in events given under the" aus- of an election.
snapping a rubber band during ex- war with Japan or with any other
pices of the two athletic associations mentioned above. When Bates
to become specialists in accounting and finance.
Still more remarkable, however, ams, wearing atrocious neckties, ■ountry. The proposal that we join
enacted its three-year rule, it put itself into harmony with the pro- is the fact that the average citizen and breaking pieces of chalk during the League in an economic boycott
Completion of the course requires two vears.
can read with equanimity the head- lectures.
against Japan would precipitate this
visions of the two larger associations of which it was a member.
lines of Congressional
business
conflict.
Already
the
leading
NippoBecause Bates had no three-year ruling it could enter no in- reading — $2,000,000,000 ReconCGraduates are employed in 29 states and 14 forScholastic failures caused five nese newspapers have sent out the
dividual competitors or relay tejims in the National Intercolle- struction Program enacted,— $50,- students at the University of Buda- warning that this would be an act
, ,eign countries as office managers, cost accountants
giates either last year, or this year. And in both of these years 000,000 Dole Proposed by LaFol- pest to commit suioide within a of war.
President auditors, travelling auditors, statisticians
lette. Somewhere, and somehow his week.
"This nation has had one expericomptrollers, treasurers, branch managers, public
x Coach Thompson has developed teams which held possibilities of
impression
seems
to
be
that
George
ence with an economic .boycott. It
accountants, etc.
breaking meet or world records for the events in which they would is to pay for all this. It is a severe,
Hacker
Open
House
was not a happy one. The embargo
have been entered.
jolt to discover that George is none
CModern business demands the services of men
of Thomas Jefferson against British
After the trial of a year, as stated above, the three-year varsi- other than himself, and that In, The girls of Hacker House held trade was one of the causes of the
qualified to do some one thing particularly Wefl
1930
the
tax-burden
per
person
is
on Open House Theater Party on War of 1812. And what about the
ty ruling here was repealed; It was repealed because the CommitThursday night, March 3. The first Continental Embargo in the early
CThe man who knows a little about manv things
tee on Athletics felt that without Freslnnen material Bates could $S3.
Public service theme in the face half hour was spent in a general years of the nineteenth century? The
,n business but not much about any one of them is
not adequately compete with the University of Maine. Colby, and of that enormous tax-burden is over- inspection of the dormitory which European wars after 1801 were
greatly handicapped when he competes with men
Bowdoin. which were using Freshmen in State competition.
emphasized, if there ever was any- for the first time, was being open- fought for it and not for any selfish
thing
over
emphasized.
When,
ac-'
who are highly skilled in the principles and
ed
to
the
other
side
of
Campus.
The
ambition
of
Napoleon
as
so
often
The action of the Committee on Athletics, as nearly as can be
cording to an authoritative source,.
then adjourned to the Em- believed, and the enforcement of the
tcchmc of some one department of business.
ascertained, was motivated by a desire to place Bates in a position the great Federal Government now party
pire Theatre. Those attending were:
system was the chief
to score as highly as possible in State meets, competing with Maine, tells us what to eat, what to wear.! Ivy Chaplin, Maxine Curtis, Lucile Continental
CMen with college experience have particularly
cause of the War of 1812 between j
Bowdoin. and Colby. We seriously question the viewpoint of the how to sleep, designs trousers for 2 Foulger. Sally Hughes, Mary Lor- Framce and Russia, and what ulti-|
favorable prospects in the public
puDiic accounting
accountirg nroprofe . .1 as well — - in
committee. It has acted, and because it has abandoned the three- year-olds with helpful suggestions i ing, Alice May, Irma Raymond, mafely resulted in the downfall ofl
""-Jin*.
provided
"their
as --• business,
an how to use the buttons; how the; Evelyn Rid,, juno sawyer, Helen N'apoleon,
technical training 13 adequate.
year ruling, is still acting upon the assumption that victory, or formula NX0.6745 will determine Suitoro, Marguerite
Thorpe, Ruth
boycotters are asking for'
near-victory in State competition is the primary objective for the protein content of yams: how. Trites. Beulah Wilder. Louise Will- an "These
act of force. The economic boycott
C.A catalog will be sent upon request Please
governmental research has discover-1 iams, Kenneth Bates, George Curlev, differs from a blockade in definition
which Coach Thompson and Bates trackmen .should work.
mention your college paper when writing'.
Really, who cares whether Bates, or Maine, or Colby, or Bow- ed that curtains not only keep out, Joy Dow, James Eves, Walter Gay. only. On what ground could the boylight but insure privacy: where' Dwight Gordon, Stanley Harris, cotters object to Japan using the
doin win the State titles in any college sport? It is a meaningless the
bed sheets wear out first; the why! Wallace Jackson, Arnold Jenks, same weapon by the establishment of
The Bentley School of Accounting & Finance
honor, and one which may lead us to the overemphasis of our al- of mating habits of bullfrogs and Howard Millett, Carl
Milliken. a blockade of China, which its navy
9* 1 BovLsro.N STREET, BOSTON (Kenmore 0755)
ready notorious provincialism if we place too much credence upon the idiosyncrasies of oysters; as' George Olds. James Oliver, and could easily effect? Wars are rarely
well as how to prepare caviar for j Howard Trafton.
H. C. Btarar, C. P. A., Pxftfan
its value.
caused by deliberate intention, but
table: it is clear that this isi Miss Eaton and Doctor Wright by acts which are misinterpreted or
Bates has been striving for years to make itself less provin- the
paternalism carried to extremes.
I chaperoned Hacker Open House.
which bring about unforeseen con-

Economic Boycott Of, Japan
Means Wax"President Qray
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Boycott "Contains More Dynamite .Than All That
Is Now Lying Around Loose in the Japanese
Occupation of the Shanghai Area"
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Rugged Beauty of Mountains
Makes Enduring Impressions
Mt.

Washington Has Stern Grandeur And
Dominates Mountain Region—Climbers
Thrill at Confusion of Peaks

There are different kinds of impressions. Some Hash on the senses
keenly, vividly, and then vanish and
become confused jigsaw puzzle
images. Some are blended in a larger
picture and are only generalities.
And some are enduring,'characteristic, distinctive.
The ride into the Notch from Gorbam. . . Dawn breaks on the land•vape suddenly and the sun shines on
ihe peaks of Washington and Madison where, on the snow and frost,
the light takes on all the pleasant,
warm, deep tints of pinks, blue, purple, and red. There are mountains all
.1 round, and it seems that the road
must finally come to a place where
mountain meets mountain, and all
progress must cease in a far away
but inevitable impasse. A wild
latticework of white birches is on
cither side of the road. The steep,
rocky foothills crowd in. All the environment is stern, rugged, beautiful.
This is of the last category of impressions; it will endure.
The first hours of the trip
Keet crunch, crunch on the crust of
the ski trail. The dark green of
- .ond growth spruce trees forms
a background for the delicate light
<tems of birch and ash. A pleasant
roar of water around the bend; Cascade Falls come into view. Water
spumes down through stalactites and
down on the rocks in the bed of the
stream. The sun shines through the
trees which outline confused lightshadow pictures on the ice.
Hermit Pond.... We are thirsty
and start to chop through the ice for
water. Get down a foot and decide

to melt ice for water. The wood for
the fire is not good, and we give up
the idea. We are determined to chop
through the ice. Three feet down,
someone suggests proving presence
of water with hazel stick, but there
are no hazel sticks in the vicinity,
and Mr. Butcher says he has to use
an apple-tree branch for water
divination anyway. We chop, and
scoop out cracked ice. The bottom
sounds thin, four feet down. The
hatchet breaks through, water seeps
in the crack. The diggers exult and
shake hands. More water comes in.
We look, and smell. Water yellow
and smells of suphur, and worse We
decide not to drink. Fifteen minutes
later we reach a stream—and drink.
Decide to start a medicinal bath resort at Hermit Pond.
. TuckermarTs Ravine is the huge
steep walled, half-bowl culmination
of Pinkham's Notch; it leads to the
rocky shoulder below the cone of
Mt. Washington. Furious mountain
winds sweep the snow clear of the
bowl-edge and swirl it into the
Ravine where it piles in great white
layers in the bottom of the "bowl"
sometimes to the depth of 40 feet.
Away up the side of the Ravine three
figures have stopped. One of them
darts to one side parallel to the rim.
then, his skis flashing, jumps a half
turn, speeds straight down the slope
•>o fast that it seems he must crash
into the rocks at the bottom of the
Ravine. But he swings to the left in
a long oblique turn, then telemarks
abruptly in the opposite direction and
'Stops in a graceful, half kneeling
position as his skis bite into the
snow.
The skier was Valery Burati '3 2.
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The watchers, Frank Butcher of
Lewiston, and Elden Dustin '32.
Another impression. On the upper
and steepest third of the bowl-shaped
head wall an hour after the first
long ski ride, the three climbers have
stopped. Bight feet above them is a
protruding, jagged shelf of rock. It is
partially covered by snow, and the
path of the climbers must lead to
the right of it in the sticky snow adhering to it. Would the combined
weights of the climbers cause the
whole mass of snow to shelve off
obliquely from the outcropping ledge?
Already 40 rods to the right a great
crusty mass of old snow had slid
from a ledge and cartwheeled crazily
to the bottom of the Ravine. Little
rivulets of hail-like crust particles
were continually rattling by. The
tallest, oldest member of the party—
and only real mountaineer—Mr. Butcher, had make his decision. He left
his pack and snowshoes behind him.
and with the aid of Burati"s skipoles climbed slowly, deliberately,
carefully to a large rock and cluster
of scrub birches. The snowshoes.
packs, and the other members of the
party came up later, with the assistance of a rope. Perhaps there was no
need for caution. It may he that
time was wasted in the move. But
the fact remains that is was successful. This shows poise and tact in a
man—and consideration for others—
and the noblesse oblige of the responsibility of a leader.
Half-way up the cove. . .Mountains
in a half orderly series everywhere.
They are steel-grey in the haze and
seem powerful, immutable. They
have personalities. This peak is
sharp, keen, delicate, that one, round,
stolid, substantial, and another,
haughty and arrogant. All are powerful. We are elated and seem to draw
power from them. If we feel small
and humble, yet we are stronger
than we were. We lift up our eyes
unto the hills, and are helped.
The top of Mount Washington, 6 293
feet high, the highest peak north of
the Carolines and east of the
Rockies. Even a summer hotel and a
railway have not tamed it and
civilized it. The bleak ruggndness of
jumbled, frost covered boulders, the
proud dominance over all the region.
the dense, etherial. cloud-s which
hover over it or shut down close
upon the peak, and the deep awfulness of the roar of the biting wind
make the great rock mass a masterful thing merely tolerant of man's
play upon it, and threatening all the
time to crush, and live selfishly in
cruel solitude.
Inside the cabin—at night. we
have vegetable soup, cold lamb's
tongue, oranges, tea. doughnuts and
cheese for supper. Melt frost Hakes
for water. Stove works well. Burati
regrets no log to write in. We are
tired. Burati fixes fire, wind has
changed, and blows smoke down
chimney and into the room. Smoke.
and more smoke. Stove does not work
well. Mr. Butcher expresses sympathy for hams. We turn in. Burati
on table. Mr. Butcher on mattress,
Dustin on two pillows. Try to sleep
but heat and smoke is too much. Mr.
Butcher opens door, and starts storytelling. Burati eats doughnuts on the
sly.
The trip down Carriage Road in
the morning. . . . Everything is obscure because of the clouds, and you
can see only a few rods ahead. A
fine mist-snow falls and fifts in
everywhere. Drifts in the road rise
up and meet you suddenly and you
lurch forward. The whiteness of
everything is
interminable and
strains your eyes. There is no way
of telling with the eyes where fog
ceases and snow begins. It is indefinite and monotonous.
ELDEN H. DISTIV.

Prof. Ramsdell as a Student
under Uncle Johnny
By OLIVE KXOWLES
Although Prof. Stanton was rumored to have a keen insight into
human nature, it'often happened
that he made mistakes in his appraisal of an individual's character.
This was well illustrated in the
case of Prof. Ramsdell. when he
matriculated at Bates.
"Uncle Johnny" Stanton had a
boy come down from Hebron who
was notorious for his cribbing. Just
before Prof. Ramsdell came to
Bates as an undergraduate, somebody informed Prof. Stanton that
the new boy who was coming down
from Hebron was even worse than
his predecessor at cribbing. From
the first class that he had with
"Uncle Johnny", Prof. Ramsdell
was watched carefully by his teacher in order to discover any possible
evidences of cheating.
Finally.
when examination day came around
Uncle Johnny contrived to send
Prof. Ramsdell on an errand just
before the examination began. During the time that he was on the
errand, his professor arranged the
seats so that it would be necessary
for Prof. Ramsdell to sit in the
front row directly in front of the
desk. Meanwhile Prof. Ramsdell
hurried to accomplish his errand as
quickly as possible in order that
Uncle Johnny might not think that
he had been using the time to make
crib notes.
During the examination. Uncle
Johnny watched Prof. Ramsdell like
a hawk. When he discovered that
in spite of his careful watching his
pupil had received a high grade, he
decided that he must have been
mistaken in his jugement.
— :o:
—

Guests At Rand
Enjoy Features
For the last time the women of
'32 opened wide the front door and
entertained their guests at Open
House Friday evening. March 4th.
Departing slightly from the usual
procedure, the group danced and
played cards before and after the
excursion through the dormitory.
During the intermission the rooms
were opened to the guests and refreshments were served.
Miss Metcalfe and Dean Clark
were special guests. Mr. and Mrs.
Berkelman and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Thompson chaperoned the affair.

School Hoopsters
Professor Chase Describes
Train Journey In Qreece
Tells, in Letter From Athens to Mrs. Chase, of
"Cars About as Large as Street Cars" Which
Average 10 Miles An Hour
Athens, July 6, '23.
. . . .Yesterday morning bright and
early I set out for Laureium and
Sunium. The train starts at 7.50 and
I took pains to be on hand in good
n as I was unfamiliar with the
stations and its surroundings. I told
the woman who sold the tickets that
I wanted a third clar:s ticket but she
either could not or would not underpin.1 and 1 had to take a first class
costing more than twice as much. It
was probably just as well as the
windows of the first class are so arranged as to give a much belter view
of the land-cape. I looked around
for the track and found that it ran
right in the center of the street.
Presently the train came. It had a
little engine that looks something
like the pictures of the first engines
■ ! In the l'. S. The cars are about
as large as street cars. Each car has
two compartment*-, with seatc tor ten
or twelve passengers in each. The
seat ^ are of wood, in the first class
as in the third. All the furnishings
I--■:-y simple and the cars look dilapidated. I presume since the mining
has declined at Laureium the road
docs not pay very well. The people
hastened on board, the whistle
tooted, the conductor blew a little
brass horn, and we started off. The
conductor had much trouble with
third clas-i passengers who insisted
on entering the li:-: claaa cars. They
either did it from ignorance or else
wanted to take a chance. Some of
tin in were rather hard to persuade
to leave. We went along at a speed
averaging about 12 miles an hour.
The distance to Laureium is 40 miles
and the journey occupies a little less
than 4 hours. There are fairly long
waits at the stations, and in a few
places we went as fast as 20 or 25
mile^s an hour, but often only at the
rate ol 10 miles. Bui ir. was a delightful trip. In some places there were
tiiw pine forests, but mostly the
plain was cultivated to the foot of
the nits., and often fields of grain
lay at a steep angle some way up
the slopes. There were many many
olive orchards. Often the trunks
wiii huge, smoetimes I am sure 4
ft. in thickness. They were ribbed
and gnarled and some of them were
hollow shells yet with fresh boughs
growing from them. These trunks
wi re never more than six or eight
• i ■ high. From near the top grew
boughs of not more than three or
tour inches in thickness.
The
younger trees sometimes had taller
trunks and larger branches. I could
DOt anywhere see olives growing on
the trees. Probably this is an off
year lor them. Sometimes there were
fig trees. I saw none planted In
orchards, but there would be single
or perhaps a small group. They
are luxuriant looking with fine dark
r.oliage and spreading houghs. The

■ t I saw was perhaps as large

as the Northern Spy tree in father's
orchard, hut more spreading. The
figs were visible, already beginning
to turn purple. There were fields of
tobacco and occasionally of maize and
vineyards with the grapes growing
in enormous clusters, about a third
grown. The vineyards are always on
smooth level land, never as I Imagined on hillsides. I saw a few fine
oak trees with thick foliage, and at
of the stations poplar trees
were planted. It was a smiling lovely
countryside. In some places the soil
was a rich red looking and very
U rile. There were many grain fields,
and often the people were busy
threshing or winnowing. On the
mountain sides were flocks of sheep
or --•oats, but higher up there was
bleak limestone rock with only
scattered bushes. Near the R R. were
numerous wildflowers. bright and of
many colors. The most notable was
the thyme, which formed masses of
purple bloom in cushions sometimes
as large as a hassock. At some places
people were busy moulding mud
brick or drying them in the sun.
Walls and buildings are often built
of these sun-dried bricks, and seem
to last for many years. As we approached Laureium the mountains
drew nearer and the landscape grew
more rugged. Great masses of limeatone rock became prevalent. Finally
we cams in sight at tall chimneys
and huge heaps of slag from the
mines and reached the end of the
railway journey. Laureium. as you
know, is where the Athenians got
their silver in acient times—the
silver swine" that enabled Themistocles to build the navy! In modern
times the product has been mainly
lead, and even that is running out.
Some of the mines are still worked,
but just now the 'miners are on
strike. There are glimpses of blue
sea but most of the lowland is filled
with chimneys and heaps of black
slag. I shouldered my knapsack containing the thermos bottle filled with
water, a brown loaf and cheese and
at once found the road which leads
out to Sunium. It is a walk of about
6 miles. The first mile and a half is
up over barren hills, but after that
that the landscape grows more interesting and you begin to get fine
glimpses of the 6ea. I saw quite a
number of people coming along a
lower road with long bayboo rods
and strings of fish they had had
caught. After goiug about two miles
I ate my lunch under a pine tree. As
I had finished it and was starting on
I was joined by a nice Greek boy
about 16 years old who was walking out to his home at Sunium. He
talked French well and we were able
to converse pleasantly. He goes to
school at Athens and expects later
to attend the University. The last
half of the way is very lovely, past
little rocky pays where the deep blue
water breaks on the cliffs. It is not
so unlike our Maine coast scenery
and the vegetation too has a general
resemblance—pine trees and low
growing shrubs with bright green
leaves. One of these appears to be a
sort of dwarf holly, another a juniper. As we approached Sunium there

Continued from page 1
of defending the Twin Cities' athletic
name on Lin Kelley's Lewiston High
quintet. The scrappy home towners
have captured six of their nine contests including a significant victory,
25-23. over Portland.
Little is known hereabouts of the
Rocklaud five which exhibits the
proud record of ten wins in 12 starts.
Coecb Berg of South Portland has
■scouted them, and claims that the '
^eacoast town possesses a smooth
club. One of Rockland's defeats was
by Morse, but it was avenged later.'
Ritmford was voted an invitation ,
by a close margin. She divided her
series with her rivals, the Mexico j
Pintos. and was unfortunately out-,
scored in total points, but the committee decided her two victories over
K (ward Little deserved recognition.

Ariistic Science of Translation".
The Bowdoin Professor is a very
interesting and capable lecturer. He
received his Bachelor and Masters
of Arts degree from Yale University,
attended Harvard University on a
fellowship and was sent to England
on a Rhodes Scholarship in 1914.
The lecture will be in Room 6 Libbv Forum at seven o'clock.
The Phil-Hellenic Club extends a
very cordial invitation to all students and faculty members who
possess an interest in classic literature and languages to attend this
Ing on Monday. March 14th.

began to be some attractive houses
in the midst of productive gardens.
My companion's way diverged from
mine about a quarter of a mile before
I reached the temple. The temple Is
up a steep little hill on the crest of
TUFTS COLLEGE
a high cliff. It is an impressive sight.
The coin mas—only a few are still
ling—are much weathered but
Founded 1900
still snowy white. The only other
..ns there were two boys playing
Ca i FCE men and women—prepare for a proof •ridenhu interest anil opportunity.
with wind wheels. The wind blew
■ research has enlarged the scope of
v.•:■>■ strong about the temple. When
e.m phase of dentistry. The field demands,
i poured water from the bottle the
more than ever before, men and worr.cn ol
abilitv backed by superior training. SKI
wind would almost blow it away out
Greek Club Meeting
trairi'ng Tufts CofWee Dental School offers to
of the cup. I gazed upon the temple
its students. School opens on Septemlier -■'.
and upon the fine view from the cliff
Hi:. Our .atalog may guide you in dXWWI
Mr. Thomas Means of Bowdoin Colyour career Fi.r Information address—
(the rugged island of Macroni.-i.
Will MM Km. D.M.O.. Scl).. Dean
where I suppose is the large Ameri- lege, professor of Greek Languages
416 Huntinaion Annuc
Boston. MM.
can Woman's Hospital is near at and literature will give an address
hand) took some pictures, and on "The Theory and Practice of The
gathered a few of the wildflowers
growing beside and in the temple, of
Muii.. Tm-s.. Wed. CORTELL'S March, 14. 15, 16
v.!:; li I -end you one. Then I started
back to Laureium. The walk out to
SPRING STYLE SHOW
the temple took me an hour and 40
Living Models pMMntia* SPRING DRESSES, SUITS, OOAT8
m:n. Going back I spent two hours.
.lack David
I did not go so fast and I had to face
Showing N'liv Spring ('lollies For Men
trong wind meat of the time. The
B.K.O. VHDVll.
Auburn Theatre < >> I
aid was so fresh that I was perfectly
comfortable and did not feel the
heat. I got back to the station about
4 0 minutes before the train started
for Athene. This time I succeeded in
Hecker-Franson Needlecraft Shop
getting a third class ticket. I did not
WE SPECIALIZE IN
ti:i 1 II at all unpleasant. The people
Ladies'
Furnishing—Gifts—Art
Needlework
were decent and well mannered.
9 MBS of them were carrying home
Instructions Free
79 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.
strings of Bab that they had caught.
For awhile my legs felt exceedingly
weary, but as I sat and. rested them
and especially after I ate my lunch I
felt revived. As we drew near Athens
Say it with Ice Cream
a man who had been travelling from
Laureium with his wife and an attractive little girl spoke to me in
Firnch and I learned that he was an
Armenian. All his other children
ELM STREET
Bates 1904
killed by the Turks. He had a
gentle and refined face. We conn aed quite a little, tho we were
n - ricted by the fact that both of us
a limited in our knowledge of
Compliments of
French.
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Select Winners
Of Frosh Debates
Held Last Week

LEWISTON
Main Street

Individual Winners Are
Joyce Foster And
Gordon Jones
Joyce Foster and Gordon Jones
. adjudged thi individual win*
Freshman Prise Debates.
which were held in the Little Theatre on the evenings of February 29
and March 1. Bach received prizes
of $15 for the excellence of their
delivery. The debates were not as
well supported as their excellence
merited.
Joyce Foster, Jean Murray. Thurlie Additon. and Lillian Bean composed the first section. Joyce Foster
and Jean Murray won the debate
upholding the affirmative side of
the question Resolved: that the
trend of modern advertising is deplorable.
Members or Second Section
Those making up the second section were Howard Xorman, Carl
Cubberly, Robert Lawrence, Gordon j
Jones, John Marcous, and John
Khouri. This group debated the subject Resolved: that the several
States Should adopt unemployment
insurance. Norman. Cubberly, and
Lawrence upholding.the affirmative
side received the decision. Each of
the winning teams also received a
cash award.
Because Gordon Jones participated in one of the debates the custom
of having the president of the class
preside at such debates was altered.
Frances Hayden vice-president, presided on the first evening and Robert Cramer, treasurer, on the second.
The judges for the first evening
were Mrs. C. R. Thompson. Mrs. G.
M. Chase, and Mrs. W. R. Sawyer.
Those for the second evening
were Professors Amos Hovey, Paul
Bartlett. and Robert Seward.
Charlotte Longley and Ray Stetson managed the debates.
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Bates women will meet a team 123 MAIN ST.,
LEWISTON, MAINE.
from Temple University on the
question of the recognition of
Russia in the Y Room Chase Hall
Upholstery — Draperies
THE BEST IN TOWN
Wednesday evening March 9th. The
FOR WOMEN AND MEN
affirmative will be supported by
Window Shades
Irma Donato and Sylvia Bellak of
Temple and the negative by MargaJ. K. CAMPBELL
ret Perkins '35 and Shirley Cava
'32 of Bates.
37 tt Sabattus Street
CHASE HALL
This is the first time that the
Tel. 8172
LEWISTON
Bates women have met a team from
Temple in debating. The Bates men.
however, met Temple last year
Two Best Places To Eat—at
For GOOD CLOTHES and
while on their Southern trip.
Margaret Perkins will make her
FURNISHINGS
BILL WHITE'S
first appearance in varsity debating
at this time. She represented Deerand Home
ing High School in the Interscholastic League last year. ShirleySteaks, Chops and Home Made Pies
Oor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
Cave has already established a fine
dport News by Radios While You Eat
Special discount given to college students AllBates
record in debating.
Street,
Lewiston, Maine.
Mrs. Robert G. Berkelman will
act as chairman and the debate is
being efficiently managed by Rebecca Carter '33.
:o:
SELL
A prize winner at a University of
Toronto masquerade ball was dressGOOD
CLOTHES
ed as Mahatma Gandhi "with loin
140
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cloth and all. All"?
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STRENGTH IN WEIGHT EVENTS
GIVES MAINE EDGE IN MEET
Garnet Runners Superior—Work of Adams
Outstanding-- -Fickett Higti Scorer—
High Jump Record Broken
As pale blue prevailed in the field!
By THOMAS MU8GRAVE
whelming proweae hi the three in the same way garnet predominated
n wh1i h she garnered on the track as Bates annexed all |
all but one of the»87 pointa enabled but eight points of her total of 55. 1
the Unlvi
■' ■ •■'•• ' "'K team and captured first place in every
.,, ,.;.
S2-55 win oret a Bates ; event but the 40 yard dash. In the
urday afternoon on the | tin a! of this event Billy Knox was
before a large crowd, out to chalk up the first win of his
not decided until the career over Mel Means of Maine.
the Mgh jump, when Starter McNamara penalised him a
Freeman
\V
Burnham of foot after a false start, however, and
Mail
tor flrel place for eight Means flashed across the line with
v;i I ;i
Thia event also just the foot advantage. There has
prorid< :
record break- bi in -ome doubt expressed over the',
performance by Webb, who was third place award between Sampson :
given three exti I tries to set aside of Bates and Chase of Maine, but i
the gym mart mad in i»2s by Chad Chase received the judges' nod.
Know-It on of Bates and O'Connor o£
•.lelliwm in Three Events
Maine.
On his third
attempt he
Early in the meet Russell Jellison
leap [51 t 11% infhes to better faced a field in the mile run that inthe previous record by an inch.
cluded Raymond of Bates and Booth
Picket) Individual War
and Percival of Maine in the first of
Calvin Picket*, pudgy Maine foot- a series of three events in which he
ball lini man, was the individual star competed that made a busy afterwith flrsts in the weight throw and noon for him. He allowed Percival
the dlecue and a second in the shot- to take the lead for the first three
laps, but with eight to go he stepped
put, a total of 13 points.
Arnold Adams also a double out in front, and gradually widened
winner witb Brete In the 300 yard the gap which was more than 20
and the. 600 yard run. and yards at the finish. Raymond moved
:1
i;,. ell J
on, who won Hie mile into second when Jellison went out
on ! I i Whltten in the front, but at the start of the gun lap
two-mile, an 1 enti red the 1000. be was jumped by Harry Booth of
riflced their chances to lower the Maine who set sail for Jellison. His
was futile, but he
• rods tor their favorite distances, belated sprint
finished second with Raymond third.
the 600 and the mile respectively.
A few minutes later he returned
«(>(» Most Thrilling Race
\d:imn led the field to take second In the two mile to
in the mosi thrilling rare on the Norman Whltten. AVhitten led Jellicard, the 600. He jumped Into an son and Gunning in that order from
, ."],• i ad over Pendleton of Maine, the start. Just after the half way
but eased his pace, and allowed Lary. mark he ilengthend his lead to 50
Jellison second. Gunning
his teammate to move up on the yards.
.. This permitted Hall of Bates third, and Booth fifth. The order of
to step past Pendleton who was not the runners became confused as the
expecting the Garnet runner. Hall four lapped nearly the entire field.
maintained liis position and earned With four laps to go Booth was
third place with his fastest time of coming up strong, and he finished
year, i.ary wormed into 6econd I third, half a lap behind Whitten, and
e just behind Adams, whose time a quarter dap behind Jellison. Malof 1:17 1-6 was slowed by his dila- i loy. Hates freshman, brought the
crowd to its feet with a terrific sprint
tory tactii s.
i r.

to pass Booth at the line but infortunately he had been lapped.
Jellison faced the starter immediately after the finish in the 1000
yard run. He dropped out, however,
"when it was evident that Cole, Lary,
and Smith of Bates were well up.
Shaw of Maine held the lead from the
start until the third lap when Coie
took first and won easily. Lary and
Smith dropped back of Shaw, who
was second, and Smith third at the
end.
The meet was a real thriller as
the teams were tied at the close of
the next to last event. In this, the
broad jump, Billy Knox leaped 21
feet 5% inches on his last attempt
to take first place. Chase of Maine
was second and Sampson of Bates
third for the odd point.
Adams Takes :too
The 300 yard dash wa6 run in
heats, the best 1ime3 to count.
Adams' time. 33 3-5 seconds, in the
first heat was awarded first place.
He had a stubborn duel with Moulton of Maine, but passed him on the
bark stretch of the second and last
lap. Moulton's' time gave him second
place. Billy Knox with 3 5 1-5 seconds
won the second heat, and was awarded third place.
Bates scored a clean sweep in the
45 yard high hurdles when Burch.
Dana Williams, and Jack Eaton
crossed the line in that order.
Maine retaliated with a triple tie
for first place in the pole vault
between Havey, Webb, and Burnham
at 11 feet G inches after Clinton Dill
had failed to clear that height.
The summary:
16-pound shot put—Won by Alley,
Maine: Fickett, Maine, second: Gorham. Bati.s. third. Distance, 42 ft.,
n <j Inches.
3 5-pound weight—Won by Fickett.
Maine: Favor. Maine, second: Gonzals. Maine, third. Distance, 44 ft., 3
inches.
Discus—Won by Fickett, Maine;
Favor. Maine, second; Alley. Maine,
third. Distance. 125 ft.. 10% inches.
4 5-yard high hurdles—Won by
Burch, Bates; Williams. Bates, second: Eaton. Bates, third. Time, 6
2-5 sees.
40-yard dash—Won
by Means.
Maine; Knox. Bates, second; Chase.
Maine, third. Time. 4 4-5 sees.
Mtle run—Won by Jellison, Bates;
Booth.
Maine, second:
Raymond.
Bates, third. Time, 4 min., 34 sees.
600-yard run—Won by Adams,

Bates;
Lary, Bates, second; Hall,
Bates, third. Time, 1 min., 17 2-5
sees.
Pole vault—Tie among Havey,
Webb and Burnham, all of Maine.
Height. 11 ft., 6 in.
Two-mile run—Won by Whitten,
Bates; Jellison. Bates, second: Booth,
Maine third. Time. 9 mins., 57 sees.
1,000-yard run—Won by
Cole,
Bates; Shaw. Maine, second; Smith,
Bates third. Time 2 min., 25 sees.
High jump—Tie between Webb
and Burnham. both of Maine; Kramer. Bates, third. Height, 5 ft., 8 in.
(Webb set new gym record at 5 ft.,
IIV2 <n.)
300-yard dash—Won by Adams.
Bates;
Moulton. Maine, second;
Knox, Bates, third. Time, 33 3-5 sees.
(Decided on time in heats.)
Broad jump—Won by Knox, Bates;
Chase. Maine, second;
Sampson.
Bates, third. Distance, 21 ft., 5%
in.

Baseball Squad
Handicapped By
Lack Of Material
The baseball
season underway.
Coach Morey is faced with lack of
experienced material to fill in positions left vacant by graduation and
mid-year examinations.
Especially
imperative, is the need for men capable of filling in at short stop and
second base and reserves for Millet
in the hurling box.
Coach Mony plans to take UP his
duties after the Blaster recess and
until
then the squad
will be in
charge of Ted Brown for preliminary work.
Pitchers and catchers
were called out last week and the
outfield exnects to be fitted out
sometime this week.
Millet Experienced Ruler
The loss of Marston and Chick
thru graduation leaves the brunt of
tlie pitching duties upon the capable
shoulders of Millet, who last year
as a freshman was one of the chief
occupants of the mound. Relief for
Millet will be choosen from LaVallee, Phillips, Stevens and Gordon, all of whom saw experience on
the junior varsity last year.
The presence of Ted Brown, last
year's catcher and Jack Dillon, who
saw service last
year insure
experience behind the bat.
Open Positions in Inflelil
Without a doubt.
Herb
Berrywill hold down first and Flynn Will
officiate at third but the graduation
of Hedderig and the departure of
Chick Toomey. will
leave a large
gap in the infield which will
be
hard to fill.

CLUB NOTES

By PARKKB MANX
Harvard may have her Barry
Wood but Bates has her McClusky.
Congratulations Mac, on the ideal of
student attainment.
Jellison's idea of getting thoroughly warmed up for a race might seem
a bit strenuous to the average runner. After traveling three miles to
secure eight points, it wa6 somewhat of a shock to see "Ironman"
in the line-up for the 1000.
One point for Bates out of a possible twentv-seven in the weight
events spelled disaster for the Garnet. Fickett, Alley, and Favor accounted for twenty-five of
these
points, the first-named carrying off
individual scoring honors with two
first and a second to his credit.
First place in every track event
with the exception of the short dash,
including a clean sweep in the 600
and the hurdles, shows where Bates
scored most heavily. Billy Knox took
the remaining first in his third
scoring event of the afternoon, the
broad jump.

SERVALL

Varsity track competition will not
be resumed again until the annual
Penn Relays in April. Last year.
Coach Thompson had to forego the
privilege of entering his crack twomile team because of the four year
ruling affecting both Chapman and
Vile.3.

MVLKS TOBACCO

Co.

light up... Convince Yourself that Chesterfields Satisfy

h

FLIP OPEN a pack of Chesterfields!
Help yourself to a cigarette...Light
up . . . and let's get the facts.
Mister...you're dead right. They're
milder!
It's no secret in tobacco circles that
Chesterfield buys the finest tobaccos
that grow...Turkish and Domestic...
sun-ripened, mellow, pure!
Chesterfields are blended first ...
then cross-blended ... to make them
milder ... and milder still! There's no

THEY'RE

MILDER •

• THEY'RE

mistaking that rare balance of flavor
built up by Cross-Blending. You enjoy
it in every fragrant puff!
Even the cigarette paper is different.
Cleaner, whiter, tasteless... the purest
that money can buy.
Listen, smokers . . . this is straight.
You can't put taste in a cigarette . . .
unless quality goes in, too.
• Pass your verdict on Chesterfield's Radio Program,
too! Nat Shilkret's 35-piece Orchestra with Alex
Gray, soloist, are on the Columbia Network every
night except Sunday, at 10:30.Eastern Standard Time.

PURE •

• THEY TASTE

BETTER

. . YTiey StzZ&f/u

27
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of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UM32ELLAS
LADIES'
LEATHER HANDBAGS

LUNCH
14 Bates St.

Geo

LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

E. Schmi.lt

The Blue Line

Lewtston—Rumlord—Farmington
» Lewiston—
7 45 A M , 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
.\

o

Kiinifnrfl—

7 35 A.M.. 12.98 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
.v Knrtntnmon—
7.30 AM, 12 20 P.M.. 4.11) P.M.

c o M i

Fred C. McKenney
64

all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SGG0D

STANDARD TIME

\ y

A

Jewel ers

Sabattus Street

CITIES .-SERVICE GASOLINE
and L17BRICATINO OILS

50

WASHING and GREASING

The Garnet's success at these early
Nearest
Gasoline Station
to
College
spring-races over a period of six
years has been phenomenal. This »■—.. .V~
T-ZZ^LZZl
~_
year Coach Thompson has signified
intentions of entering a relay team
again, the exact type of which, however, has not been definitely decided
as yet.

LISBON

STREET

Lew'ston, Maine

THE 'COLLEGE STORE

Garnet-Black Teams
To Compete In Rand
Gym Demonstration

: ^

PRIZE CUFS
FOUNTAIN PENS

POPULAR PRICES

Am Adams showed his smart
head-work in the 600 by teaming up
with Lary to cleverly box Pendleton
of the Pale Blue until the last lap,
allowing Haill to come up strong to
gain the third point.

The Annual Bates tournament is
the big sporting event of the week,
with the Varsity Club acting as
sponsors. South Portland looms up
as the favorite as usual. An interesting fact to be noted in this years'
tournament is that Edward Little of
Auburn was not chosen as one of the
select eight for the first time in the
history of the games.

LII^.L:

We can show yon a »«rlei so:

Haskell & Hopkins

The race between Shaw of Maine
and Smith of Bates for second place
in the 1000 was one of the highlights of the afternoon. After a nip
and tuck battle for five laps, the
Maine man finally went ahead
to
follow Cole home.

Lawrence Chemical Society
The
burlesque chemical
pi
proved so successful thai Law
Chemical Society Invited the R
dell Scientific Society and all
students who
were Interested
science to the second
pre
of the plays. "A Lecture On V,
ter" which might haw I
subject, but certainly was no) i
one and "A Lecture On Bxpli were most entertaining. In
plays chemicals reacted
in a
astonishing manner and direct!
posite to the si:, a- inra
expert scientists.

Good Clothing
Good Furnishing

Reynold Burch, by his victory in
the hurdle row, was the only man
on the Garnet squad to qualify for
a varsity letter 'for the first time.

The inter-class basketball league
is still functioning with the senior
men assured of receiving the Athletic Association cup. King. Sprafke,
and Jekanoski for the seniors and
Stevens, Pottle, Italia and Karkos of
the juniors led their respective teams
in two free-scoring tilts with the
under-classmen last Thursday.

© 1932,

Der Deutsche Verein
There will be an open meeting of
Der Deutsche Verein
on Monday,
March 14 at eight o'clock, in Chase
Hall and all students are invited to
attend, especially those who are interested In German and literature. 1
The meeting will consist of appro-1
priate matter dealing with the great
poet, Goethe, whom the world will
honor on March 22nd., the 100th.
anniversary of his death.
One of the
attractions
of the
evening will be the lecture,
illustrated with slides concerning the
centennial celebration. These slides
are graciously furnished thru the
courtesy of the German Tourist Information Office of New York.
V. M. O. A.—Y. W. C. A.
Malcolm Dana, Y. M. C. A. secratary on Mount Desert Island will
give an address at the joint meeting of the Bates Y. W. and Y. M. on
Friday evening
at seven o'clock.
Mr. Dana is a graduate of the Hartford Theological Seminary, and has
been very successful in his work
with young people.
MaoFai-lane
The first open meeting of MacFarlane was held Monday evening.
A double program entertained those ;
who attended. The first theme was
"Humor In Music". Muriel McLeod '

ably covered the subject in a m0st
amusing paper. "The Three B<
was presented; Marion
1
the reading. Geraldino Wils >n tin.
playing, and Lucienne
Blanc
the singing. Francis Stevens pi
the
"Cakewalk"
and
' ;
"Charlie Chaplin". The lasl portion
of the program was presented
group of the faculty. Mrs. i:
Berkelman
w-as chairman.
piano duets were offered by Mrs.
Crafts and Mrs. Wilkins. Mr. I
sang a solo.
A quartet c
of Mr. Lewis, Mr. Berkelman,
Bartlett and Mr. Labouvle
tained with several songs. Tli
feature on the faculty
pn
was the dramatization
of
"Wreck of The Hesperus". Mr.
kelman read and Mr. Lewis
h
niched the musical accompanir.i-

On Thursday evening, March 17,
the girls' Physical Education
demonstration will be staged in Rand
Gym. The varied and
interesting
program, which will be conducted in
the form of Garnet and Black competition, is as follows:
Apparatus work . . . Sophomores
Folk Dancing .... Freshmen
Individual gymnastics,
sample
programs of special activities
Stunts and tumbling . . Juniors
Games—One game will be given
by each class and various games
which are popular with people in
general, will be
demonstrated by
the Seniors.
Following the demonstration, the
W. A. A. awards will be given out
by Emily Finn. Dr. Gray will then
announce the results of the meet.
This is the fifth
year that the
girls have staged a demonstration
of this sort and this year the competition promises to be especially
keen because the scores of the Garnet and Black teams for the year
up to this point are tie.
Emily Finn. Rosie
Lambertson,
and Marjorie Briggs are to be the
judges and the scorers will be Edith
Lerrigo and Kate Hall. Senior girls
will act as floor managers and
ushers.
The program will begin at 7.30
and a ticket must be presented for
admission.

Captain Dexter,
Pilot, To Speak
Here On Aviation

ALWAYS WELCOME

FLANDERS
College Men Appreciate Our Clothes

62 COURT STREET

AUBUBN. MAINE

RUBBER and GIL CLOTHING and all kinds of
Canvas and Rubber Footwear
LEWIS! ON RUBBER COMPANY
LEWISTON

AUGUSTA

Arthur ' 'Gilli" Dumais

INSURED CABS

Israel Winner

TAXI CALL 4040 TAXI
24 Honr Service

Tor Real Courteous Service

25 Cents Local Bate

UNION SQUARELEWISTON
TAXI MAINI
CO., 171 Main Street

.._.+

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing
24

ii

HOUR

SERVICE

THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Campus

TeL 1817-W

PEOPLES SHOE SHOP
The Moccasin House

33 SABATTUS

STREET

DEALER IN HIGH <ili.\l>K KOOCA3INS
TENNIS SHOES AND RUtHEliS
SHOES REPAIRED AND RKCONDITIOVED TO LOOK LIKE NEW

R, W, CLARK f:?Z?J«sJist

.rure Drugs and Medicines
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also. APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street
u

LBW1STON

MAINE

\ Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine
We Solicit the business of Bates Students

Captain Julian Dexter, who is an
LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
Compliments of
air pilot connected with the StandWORKS
ard Oil Company air service is to
give a lecture illustrated by moving
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
pictures at Chase Hall at 6:45,
James P. Murphy Co.
Thurs. evening, March
2. Captain
6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Dexter is touring New England givTelephone 4 034-R
ing talks on the fundamentals of
flying. One of the features of his
talk will be an explanation of the
autogyro, the latest fad in aviation.
FUEL CO.
7 SABATTUS ST.
This lecture is to be under the ausWe Specialize in
■picse of the Jordan Scientific SoREPAIRING LOTUS SHOEb
ciety. They extend a cordial invitaPhones
1800
tion to everyone, both on and off 114 Bates1801
Street
Agents, Plotica and Hayden
67 Elm Street
campus, to attend this meeting.
LEWISTON
AUBURN
11 Roger Williama

J. W. White Co.

GOOGIN

COAL and WOOD

Lewiston Shoe Hospital

